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Grateful Invite
Standard landscape card base in white. More Mustard layer is 5” x 3 ¾”,
emboss with Chevron embossing folder (*), and adhere to card front.
Cut a 3” x 3” square from Ruby Red, and a 2 7/8” x 2 7/8” square from
white. Stamp the maple leaf (Magnificent Maple) diagonally onto the
white layer in Chocolate Chip ink, then stamp off onto the lower right
corner of your envelope front. Stamp sentiment (Truly Grateful) below
first leaf, also in Chocolate Chip.
Aqua-paint your leaf in Ruby Red, and adhere white square over red
square, then pop-dot to card front.

Coffee Invite
Standard portrait card base in Close to Cocoa. Stamp randomly over card front
with “splatter” images (Gorgeous Grunge), also in Close To Cocoa. Adhere a 1 ½” x
5 ½” strip of coordinating DSP to card front as shown.
Stamp coffee cup image (Perfect Blend) onto White (*done for you in class) in Early
Espresso and cut out. Stamp coffee cup image again in Early Espresso onto DSP, so
that cup warmer portion is decorated (*) and cut that portion out as well, and
adhere to coffee cup in correct position. Punch a medium heart in Ruby Red (*)
and adhere to cup front as shown. Pop dot cup over DSP strip as shown.
Stamp sentiment in Early Espresso onto White and punch with Tag punch. Adhere
to Large Tag Punch (*) in Ruby Red, and pop dot to card front as shown. Adhere
small heart in Early Espresso (*) to tag top as shown.
Adhere DSP strip to envelope flap and trim.

Shower Invite
Standard landscape card base in Baja Breeze. Cream layer is
5” x 3 ¾”, emboss with Elegant Bouquet folder and adhere to
card front as shown.
Stamp sentiment (Oh, Hello) onto 4 ¼” x 2 ¼” piece of DSP in
Not Quite Navy, and adhere to card front as shown.
Stamp flower image (Flower Shop), with tick mark on stamp
facing you, onto 3 different pieces of coordinating DSP scrap,
and once onto lower right corner of envelope front. Punch
out DSP flowers, aligning carefully.
Glue pale green and blue flowers down flat to card front as
shown, and pop dot darker flower as shown.
Tie knot in Kiwi ribbon (*) and adhere as shown with a glue
dot.

